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Invitation 

Dear Friends and Colleagues,  

 

Magen David Adom in Israel (IMDA) is delighted to invite you to join IMDA´s International 

Youth Seminar, which will take place  during the second week of May, from Sunday 5th to 

Thursday 9th.   

 

The subject of this year seminar is “Young people  lead  community  resilience”. Through this, we 

want to encourage  youth and young members of the movement to recognize and be aware of the 

power that they have and can have  in the community, in order to foster their active participation 

within their own communities. 

 

As it is an international seminar, through the workshops and discussions that we will hold during 

the  seminar, you could have the opportunity to share and exchange your ideas and experiences 

about the impact and relevance of the community  roles  in societies with people from different 

places and different backgrounds. 

 

In addition to this, all participants will take part in a conducted tour in IMDA installations, and 

also  conduct  a tour at the historical sites in Israel. 

 

The seminar language will be English.  

 

IMDA and the ICRC will cover all the expenses inland for participants from each 

National Society, while the National Society covers the cost of its candidates' flight 

tickets and health insurance.  
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We would be extremely delighted if you accept our invitation to send 3 volunteers/youth 

representatives (18-26 years old), gender balanced if possible. However, if you want to send more 

participants you are more than welcomed; but please contact us in advance for a final 

confirmation.  

In view of the required preparation – we kindly ask you to fulfill the attached Application 

Form, and send it back to Mrs. Racheli Ikar Cohen, (Dissemination officer), at: 

davida@mdais.co.il , before 4/4/13. 

The nationals from countries which need a visa to enter into the country shall 

ensure to submit your applications as soon as possible, in order to avoid any 

difficulties, as the process can take long.  

We will be looking forward to welcoming your delegation in Israel!  

Sincerely yours,  

 

David Abadi 

Movement cooperation coordinator  

Magen David Adom in Israel 

 

 

 

 

 

  


